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We are very happy to introduce our wide range of
SULO CITYMATE™ litter bins to you. This product
range has a long tradition at SULO. It is full of design
highlights that have influenced the style of city
furniture around the world.
It is also full of success stories - not the least
because of our highly estimated full service concept
that comes along with the litter bins. An example
that we are especially proud of is the CITYMATE™
Cibeles in Madrid, which has become a unique
and unmistakable element of the urban identity of
Madrid.
The key question we always ask ourself is:
What is necessary to inspire people to collect
waste instead of polluting the environment?
The answer is essential to us, since the SULO

Michel Kempinski

Präsident der SULO Gruppe

mission is to create solutions for today´s waste
to be tommorrow´s resource.
We are convinced that a successful litter bin must be
… well designed
… absolutely functional and understandable
... perfectly adapted to the environment
... and made of recyceled material ans 100 %
recyclable due to our claim for CIRCULAR ECO.
Every single SULO model has proved to fulfill these
requirements thousands and millions of times on
the streets and squares of the world. Numerous
equipment options offer you the chance to purchase
exactly the variant or series that suits you and your
city best.
Michel Kempinski
President of the SULO Group
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Your carefree package

INDIVIDUAL SERVICE

Aesthetic and robust SULO CITYMATE™ litter bins are ambassadors of cleanliness in multiple cities all over
the world. Therefore it is essential to keep them as clean, ready for us and undamaged as possible, so that
they really inspire people to collect and sort waste. There are usually thousands of litter bins in every city,
that have to be installed, maintained, repaired, washed, replaced, which is a major challenge for the planning
processes of municipalities.
With the experience of Europe’s leading waste management specialist the SULO group has developed a
holistic all-round carefree service package with tailormade logistics and service solutions for an efficient and
trouble-free operation.

YOUR CITYMATE™ LITTER BINS SERVICE ADVANTAGES AT A GLANCE
 Clean litter bins are a business card for your city
 All services around installation, maintenance, cleaning, disposal from one source
 Full transparency and cost control
 Longer lifespans thanks to proper servicing and maintenance
 The reliability and operational safety of the leading waste disposal company

Digital location by chip equipment
In order to make planning around installation, maintenance and servicing even more effective, certain litter
bins can be equipped with a chip. Using the latest RFID transponder technology from SULO, the litter bins
can be reliably located and the necessary steps can be planned efficiently and in a resource-saving manner.
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Installation
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Washing

3

Repair / Maintenance

4

Full control with RFID equipped litter bins
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Identity by Design

CIBELES SERIES

Our CITYMATE™ Cibeles series underlines the visual identity of your city and is a contribution to
make it unique. It was designed for the consistent furnishing of the city in all its functional and
cultural areas. High-quality metallic litter bins for the old town, or robust plastic for the modern
shopping street. Each CITYMATE™ Cibeles litter bin is always recognizable and unique in its design.

The elegant allround-genius feels at home anywhere in the city

 Designed by the architectural firm Ricardo Bofill & Marta de Vilallonga
 The easily recognisable shape blends harmoniously into the urban landscape
 A prominent example is Madrid, where 65.000 Cibeles are placed all over the city in all sizes,
in steel and plastic versions
 The lid protects the container from rainwater
 The size of the opening has been chosen so that no residual waste can be thrown in
 The stylish ribbing prevents graffiti
 Via RFID chip, networking with a GPS is possible so that each CITYMATE™ Cibeles can be
geolocated for effectively controlled and documented maintenance and washing
 Available as a standing or hanging version and in 50, 60, 80 and 120 litres
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Architectural design that makes identity visible

CIBELES 50L

A perfect litter bin for streets, parks, green areas


Lid with different colors



Customizable: screen printing, thermo-engraving,
in-mold insert or vinyl

Volume (L)



Stainless Steel ashtray, Standard

Height (mm) ~

880



Optional braille blind touch device, with waste type



Optional canine bag dispenser

Width (mm) ~

440



RFID chip implantation possible

Length (mm) ~

330



Minimalist installation on an existing support element

Weight (kg) ~

5,6



Possibility of two litter bins on the same pole



Made of 100% recycled material according to the
CIRCULAR ECO standards (depending the colour of the
litter bin)
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Dimensions

100% recyclable

CITYMATE™

50

CITYMATE™ LITTER BINS

EMPTYING AND MAINTENANCE
The basket
automatically
tips forwards

Unlock with a
triangular key

Easy to remove
with hand grip

INSTALLATION

This model allows it to be fitted to an existing post or supporting element, such as streetlights, signals, traffic lights, etc. It is also possible to install
it on its own pole and even the installation of two units on the same pole. The installation either to its own post or supporting element is produced
by means of straps and buckles that join the body of the bin with the corresponding pole

OPTIONS

Canine bag dispenser

RFID Tag

Braille blind touch
device, with waste
type

Fraction labelling with
colored lid / structure

Orange OF
PANTONE 167 C

Blue BN
RAL 5007

COLOURS
Complete bin (structure, bin, lid)
Grey Madrid GD
RAL 7043

Grey AT
RAL 7021

Lid / Structure (optional)

Yellow JA
RAL 1018

Brown MR
RAL 8025

Green VJ
RAL 6011

British Green VF
PANTONE 5535 C

Dimensions and colours may vary due to production conditions. The specified empty weights are rounded average based on the standard specifications. The
actual weight may be different as a result of production conditions and specifications. Wide range of non-standard colors to choose from upon request of
minimum quantities.
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Architectural design that makes identity visible

CIBELES 60L

Aproved design for historical and emblamatic areas


Designed by the architectural firm Ricardo Bofill &
Marta de Vilallonga
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Dimensions

The elegant and recognisable shape fits harmoniously

Volume (L)

60

into the urban landscape

Height (mm) ~

1040

Width (mm) ~

470



Made of robust cast aluminum



Stainless Steel ashtray, Standard



Inner basket made of rotomolded polyethylene (PELLD)

Length (mm) ~

272



Fire resistant

Weight (kg) ~

34,4



Fixing to the ground



Lock to prevent tampering



Customizable by means of a mold insert or metal sheet

CITYMATE™

CITYMATE™ LITTER BINS

EMPTYING AND MAINTENANCE
Manual opening
of the front door

Basket easy
to remove with
hand grip

Unlock with a
triangular key

INSTALLATION

The installation of this model of bin is made by fixing it to the ground with four anchor bolts, being able to screw (with an optional plate) it to the
ground.

OPTIONS

RFID Tag

COLOURS
Grey Madrid GD
RAL 7043

UMBRA GREY KI
RAL 7022

MADRID BLUE MB
RAL 5013

ENGLISH GREEN VF
PANTONE 5535 C

Dimensions and colours may vary due to production conditions. The specified empty weights are rounded average based on the standard specifications. The
actual weight may be different as a result of production conditions and specifications. Wide range of non-standard colors to choose from upon request of
minimum quantities.
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Architectural design that makes identity visible

CIBELES 80L

The perfect shape to add quality to special places


Designed by the architectural firm Ricardo Bofill &
Marta de Vilallonga
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Dimensions

The elegant and recognisable shape fits harmoniously

Volume (L)

80

into the urban landscape

Height (mm) ~

1040

Width (mm) ~

470



Made of robust cast aluminum



Stainless Steel ashtray, Standard



Inner basket made of rotomolded polyethylene (PELLD)

Length (mm) ~

345



Fire resistant

Weight (kg) ~

36,1



Fixing to the ground



Lock to prevent tampering



Customizable by means of a mold insert or metal sheet

CITYMATE™

CITYMATE™ LITTER BINS

EMPTYING AND MAINTENANCE
Manual opening
of the front door

Unlock with a
triangular key

Basket easy
to remove with
hand grip

INSTALLATION

The installation of this model of bin is made by fixing it to the ground with four anchor bolts, being able to screw (with an optional plate) it to the
ground.

OPTIONS

RFID Tag

COLOURS
Grey Madrid GD
RAL 7043

UMBRA GREY KI
RAL 7022

MADRID BLUE MB
RAL 5013

ENGLISH GREEN VF
PANTONE 5535 C

Dimensions and colours may vary due to production conditions. The specified empty weights are rounded average based on the standard specifications. The
actual weight may be different as a result of production conditions and specifications. Wide range of non-standard colors to choose from upon request of
minimum quantities.
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Architectural design that makes identity visible

CIBELES 120L

An established size in highly frequented areas


Designed by the architectural firm Ricardo Bofill &
Marta de Vilallonga




The easily recognisable shape fits harmoniously into

Volume (L)

urban centres

Height (mm) ~

1220

Width (mm) ~

500

Door, body and inner basket made of rotomolded
polyethylene (PELLD)
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Dimensions
120



Fixing to the ground

Length (mm) ~

450



Stainless Steel ashtray, Standard

Weight (kg) ~

24,3



Lock to avoid manipulation by non-service personnel



Customizable by means of a mold insert or metal sheet

CITYMATE™

CITYMATE™ LITTER BINS

EMPTYING AND MAINTENANCE
Manual opening of
the front door

Unlock with a
triangular key

Basket easy
to remove with
hand grip

INSTALLATION

The installation of this model of bin is made by fixing it to the ground with four anchor bolts, being able to screw (with an optional plate) it to the
ground.

OPTIONS

RFID Tag

COLOURS
Grey Madrid GD
RAL 7043

UMBRA GREY KI
RAL 7022

MADRID BLUE MB
RAL 5013

ENGLISH GREEN VF
PANTONE 5535 C

Dimensions and colours may vary due to production conditions. The specified empty weights are rounded average based on the standard specifications. The
actual weight may be different as a result of production conditions and specifications. Wide range of non-standard colors to choose from upon request of
minimum quantities.
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Individual cleanliness for your City
™

CITYMATE LITTER BINS

The CITYMATE™ litter bin range has a long tradition at SULO. It is full of design highlights that
have influenced the style of city furniture in Spain, France and Germany and many other countries
around the world. It offers a variety that leaves nothing to be desired. You can be sure to find
the perfect model that exactly expresses the image of your city and meets all your ideas and
requirements.

A great variety for the individual furnishing of your city
 Exceptional variety of unique designs from timeless modern to traditional ellegance
 Absolutely functional and ergonomic, easy to use and maintain
 Perfectly adapted to each urban environment
 Aproved robustness and resistance against weather conditions and aggressive materials
 Made of recyclable materials and fully recyclable
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The robust classic with great price-perfomance ratio

CLASSIC 50L

This simple but very resistant litter bin has proven its worth millions of
times in cities and metropoles all over the world


Resistant construction and material



Absorbs shocks and withstands common



chemicals and high temperature fluctuations

Volume (L)

Can be installed at many different locations

Height (mm) ~

750

Width (mm) ~

435
345

without any significant outlay


Easy and fast emptying



Unlocked with a standard triangular key and

Length (mm) ~

removed on the front side

Weight (kg) ~



Optimised for transport



100 % recyclable



Can be customized with screen printing,
thermo engraving and vinyl
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Dimensions

CITYMATE™

50

6

CITYMATE™ LITTER BINS

EMPTYING AND MAINTENANCE
The lid folds up
automatically

Easy removal
of the basket

Unlock with a
triangular key

INSTALLATION

This model allows it to be fitted to an existing post or supporting element, such as streetlights, signals, traffic lights, etc. It is also possible to install
it on its own pole and even the installation of two units on the same pole. The installation either to its own post or supporting element is produced
by means of straps and buckles that join the body of the bin with the corresponding pole

OPTIONS

Cigarette
extinguisher

COLOURS
Complete bin (structure, bin, lid)
Grey Madrid GD
RAL 7043

Grey AT
RAL 7021

Lid (optional)

Yellow JA
RAL 1018

Brown MR
RAL 8025

Orange OF
PANTONE 167 C

Blue BN
RAL 5007

Green VJ
RAL 6011

British Green VF
PANTONE 5535 C

Dimensions and colours may vary due to production conditions. The specified empty weights are rounded average based on the standard specifications. The
actual weight may be different as a result of production conditions and specifications. Wide range of non-standard colors to choose from upon request of
minimum quantities.
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The classic of typical German design

DIN PK 50L

The economical solution


Classic timeless design, that has been aproved in cities
all over the world




Produced in the colour code of your city it´s still an

Volume (L)

inexpensive and modern solution

Height (mm) ~

740

Width (mm) ~

430
340

The perfect allrounder due to robust and functional
construction
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Dimensions



Optimised for transport

Length (mm) ~



100% recyclable

Weight (kg) ~



Complies with DIN 30713



Can be customized with hot foil stamping

CITYMATE™

50

5

CITYMATE™ LITTER BINS

EMPTYING AND MAINTENANCE
The lid folds up
automatically

Easy removal
of the basket

Unlock with a
triangular key

INSTALLATION

This model allows it to be fitted to an existing post or supporting element, such as streetlights, signals, traffic lights, etc. It is also possible to install
it on its own pole and even the installation of two units on the same pole. The installation either to its own post or supporting element is produced
by means of straps and buckles that join the body of the bin with the corresponding pole

OPTIONS

Cigarette
extinguisher

COLOURS
Green
RAL 6017

Orange
PANTONE 167 C

Blue
RAL 5023

Grey
RAL 7021

Dimensions and colours may vary due to production conditions. The specified empty weights are rounded average based on the standard specifications. The
actual weight may be different as a result of production conditions and specifications. Wide range of non-standard colors to choose from upon request of
minimum quantities.
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The name for smart waste sorting in the city

ATRIUM 50L

Design that makes a difference


Minimalist design of “Normal Studio”



With a variety of designs and features, a top



option for furnishing entire communities

Volume (L)

Approved solution for collecting different

Height (mm) ~

917

Diameter (mm) ~

390

Weight (kg) ~

7,8

categories of waste at one location


Possibility of three litter bins in the
same pole: total 150 l



Fraction labelling with colored lids



RFID chip implantation possible



100% recyclable



Can be customized with screen printing and
hot foil stamping
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Dimensions

CITYMATE™

50

CITYMATE™ LITTER BINS

EMPTYING AND MAINTENANCE
The basket
automatically
tips forwards

AUTOMATIC

Hand grip on
the basket.

Unlock with a
triangular key

INSTALLATION

This model allows it to be fitted to an existing post or supporting element, such as streetlights, signals, traffic lights, etc. It is also possible to install
it on its own pole and even the installation of three units on the same pole. The installation either to its own post or supporting element is produced
by means of straps and buckles that join the body of the bin with the corresponding pole

OPTIONS

Cigarette
extinguisher basket

Cigarette
extinguisher lid

Ashtray

RFID Chip

Aluminum lid

Fraction labelling with
colored lids

Orange OF
PANTONE 167 C

Blue BN
RAL 5007

Green VJ
RAL 6011

British Green VF
PANTONE 5535 C

COLOURS
Complete bin (structure, bin, lid)
Grey Madrid GD
RAL 7043

Grey AT
RAL 7021

Lid (optional)

Yellow JA
RAL 1018

Brown MR
RAL 8025

Dimensions and colours may vary due to production conditions. The specified empty weights are rounded average based on the standard specifications. The
actual weight may be different as a result of production conditions and specifications. Wide range of non-standard colors to choose from upon request of
minimum quantities.
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The name speaks for itself

ELEGANT 50L

The urban elegance of waste collection


Popular because of its pleasant and functional design



The ideal 50 l solution for different urban locations
such as main streets, shopping centres, metro stations,

Volume (L)

parks

Height (mm) ~

880

Width (mm) ~

460

temperature differences

Length (mm) ~

415



Lock to avoid manipulation by non-service personnel

Weight (kg) ~

3,6



Customizable by thermo-engraving, vinyl and screen



Smooth surfaces facilitate emptying and maintenance



Resistant to vandalism, impacts, UV rays and

printing
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Dimensions

CITYMATE™

50

CITYMATE™ LITTER BINS

EMPTYING AND MAINTENANCE

Easy removal
of the basket

Unlock with a
triangular key

INSTALLATION

This model allows it to be fitted to an existing post or supporting element, such as streetlights, signals, traffic lights, etc. It is also possible to install
it on its own pole and even the installation of two units on the same pole. The installation either to its own post or supporting element is produced
by means of straps and buckles that join the body of the bin with the corresponding pole

COLOURS
Complete bin (structure, bin, lid)
Grey Madrid GD
RAL 7043

Lid / Structure (optional)

Red RB
PANTONE 1817 C

British Green VF
PANTONE 5535 C

Blue BV
PANTONE 5395 C

Dimensions and colours may vary due to production conditions. The specified empty weights are rounded average based on the standard specifications. The
actual weight may be different as a result of production conditions and specifications. Wide range of non-standard colors to choose from upon request of
minimum quantities.
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Charming design and recyclable quality

SCUDERIA 60L

A different design that adapts to any environment


Designed for collecting solid garbage



Made of mass-colored, high-density



polyethylene that gives it excellent resistance

Volume (L)

to blows, breakage and weathering

Height (mm) ~

830

Diameter (mm) ~

380

Weight (kg) ~

3,9

At the end of its lifecycle, this model can be
completely recycled



Easy maintenance and emptying



The upper part of this basket has 3 handles
that make it easier to install the bags and
collect litter
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Dimensions

CITYMATE™

60

CITYMATE™ LITTER BINS

EMPTYING AND MAINTENANCE

This model allows its installation directly to the ground through 3 anchor points with expansion plugs with M8X80 screw.

COLOURS
Anthracite Grey AT
RAL 7021

Pale Red RN
RAL 3000

Security Blue DE
RAL 5005

Gazon Green VH
RAL 3974 GN

Blue MB
RAL 5013

Brown MA
RAL 8011

Dimensions and colours may vary due to production conditions. The specified empty weights are rounded average based on the standard specifications. The
actual weight may be different as a result of production conditions and specifications. Wide range of non-standard colors to choose from upon request of
minimum quantities.
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Integrates perfectly into the urban image

PRIMA LINEA 50L

Stylish and recognizable


Designed by Marta de Vilallonga



Broad, rounded lid protects the inner bin from



rainwater

Volume (L)

Easy emptying thanks to the body, which can be

Height (mm) ~

840

Diameter (mm) ~

350

tilted forwards, and the effortless bin removal via an
integrated handle


Minimalist Cigarette extinguisher



Stainless steel ashtray, Optional



Customizable: in-mold insert, thermo-engraving or
vinyl on the front band
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Dimensions



RFID chip implantation possible



Ideal element of urban 3 litter bins recycling islands

CITYMATE™

Weight (kg) ~

50

6

CITYMATE™ LITTER BINS

EMPTYING AND MAINTENANCE
The basket
automatically
tips forwards

AUTOMATIC

Hand grip on
the basket.

Unlock with a
triangular key

INSTALLATION

This model allows it to be fitted to an existing post or supporting element, such as streetlights, signals, traffic lights, etc. It is also possible to install
it on its own pole and even the installation of three units on the same pole. The installation either to its own post or supporting element is produced
by means of straps and buckles that join the body of the bin with the corresponding pole

OPTIONS

Cigarette
extinguisher

Stainless Steel
Ashtray

RFID Chip

Fraction labelling with
colored lid

Orange OF
PANTONE 167 C

Blue BN
RAL 5007

COLOURS
Complete bin (structure, bin, lid)
Grey Madrid GD
RAL 7043

Grey AT
RAL 7021

Lid (optional)

Yellow JA
RAL 1018

Brown MR
RAL 8025

Green VJ
RAL 6011

British Green VF
PANTONE 5535 C

Dimensions and colours may vary due to production conditions. The specified empty weights are rounded average based on the standard specifications. The
actual weight may be different as a result of production conditions and specifications. Wide range of non-standard colors to choose from upon request of
minimum quantities.
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Integrates perfectly into the urban image

PRIMA LINEA 120L

Stylish and recognizable

36



Designed by Marta de Vilallonga



Broad, rounded lid protects the inner bin from rainwater



Monocoque rotational molding, later producing the cutting

Volume (L)

of the side door and the assembly of hinges and lock

Height (mm) ~



Inner basket made of rotomolded polyethylene (PELLD)



Fixing to the ground



Standard with cigarette extinguisher



Lock to avoid manipulation by non-service personnel



Customizable by means of a mold insert or metal sheet

CITYMATE™

Dimensions

Diameter (mm) ~
Weight (kg) ~

120
1170
530
20

CITYMATE™ LITTER BINS

EMPTYING AND MAINTENANCE
Manual opening of
the front door

Unlock with a
triangular key

Basket easy
to remove with
hand grip

INSTALLATION

The installation of this model of bin is made by fixing it to the ground with four anchor bolts, being able to screw (with an optional plate) it to the
ground.

COLOURS
Grey Madrid GD
RAL 7043

UMBRA GREY KI
RAL 7022

MADRID BLUE MB
RAL 5013

ENGLISH GREEN VF
PANTONE 5535 C

Dimensions and colours may vary due to production conditions. The specified empty weights are rounded average based on the standard specifications. The
actual weight may be different as a result of production conditions and specifications. Wide range of non-standard colors to choose from upon request of
minimum quantities.
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Quality and elegance for your city

IBIZA 80L

Makes a perfect figure everywhere


Due to its unpretentious but minimalist elegant
appearance, it can be integrated very well into different
areas of the city

Volume (L)

The design of the shafts inside deliberately aims to

Height (mm) ~

1090

Width (mm) ~

600

height makes it very accessible to everybody

Length (mm) ~

400



Made of rotomolded PELLD Polyethylene

Weight (kg) ~



Fixing to the ground



Standard ashtray



Lock to avoid manipulation by non-service personnel



Customizable with mold insert or metal sheet



avoid the accumulation of miscellaneous waste and dirt
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Dimensions

With maximum resistance to impact and vandalism, its

CITYMATE™

80

10

CITYMATE™ LITTER BINS

EMPTYING AND MAINTENANCE
Manual opening of
the front door

Unlock with a
triangular key

Basket easy
to remove with
hand grip

INSTALLATION

The installation of this model of bin is made by fixing it to the ground with six anchor bolts, being able to screw to the ground.

COLOURS
Grey
RAL 7021

Blue
RAL 5005

Red
RAL 3020

Brown
RAL 8017

Orange
RAL 2004

Green
RAL 6029

Yellow
RAL 1026

Black blue
RAL 5004

Dimensions and colours may vary due to production conditions. The specified empty weights are rounded average based on the standard specifications. The
actual weight may be different as a result of production conditions and specifications. Wide range of non-standard colors to choose from upon request of
minimum quantities.
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Timeless elegance made of cast iron

TRADITION 80L

Distinguished waste column for special locations


Classic elegance, octagonal shape fits especially in
historic cities and attractive locations




Harmonises perfectly with candelabras, lanterns and

Volume (L)

architectural highlights

Height (mm) ~

855

Width (mm) ~

520

Basket made of PELLD polyethylene or hot-dip

Length (mm) ~

560

galvanized steel

Weight (kg) ~

The housing is made entirely of cast iron, painted with
ultra-resistant polyester




Fire resistant



Thanks to its own relatively high weight of 90 kg, it
stands stable and secure on its own. It can also be fixed
to the ground
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Dimensions

CITYMATE™

80

90

CITYMATE™ LITTER BINS

EMPTYING AND MAINTENANCE
Manual opening
of the lid

Unlock with a
triangular key

Easy removal of
the basket due to
handles

OPTIONS

LLDPE basket

COLOURS
Fir green(VI)
RAL 6009

Brown (MA)
RAL 8017

Dimensions and colours may vary due to production conditions. The specified empty weights are rounded average based on the standard specifications. The
actual weight may be different as a result of production conditions and specifications. Wide range of non-standard colors to choose from upon request of
minimum quantities.
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3 types of litter, 1 litter bin

PHOENIX 150 L

Urban recycling at its best


Robust and efficient solution for urban areas with a
high volume of different types of waste




Combines three separate 50 l tanks with 100 mm

Volume (L)

diameter filling holes

Height (mm) ~

RFID chip implantation possible for location control,
maintenance and washing



Made of rotomolded polyethylene



Optional ashtray



Central post in high resistance treated steel, fixed to the
ground by means of screws or concrete pad



Customizable by screen printing, thermo engraving or
applying vinyls
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Dimensions

CITYMATE™

Diameter (mm) ~

3 x 50
1337
650

CITYMATE™ LITTER BINS

EMPTYING AND MAINTENANCE
AUTOMATIC

Tilt the
basket

Lift up the basket
by the handles

Unlock with a
triangular key

INSTALLATION

The post is made of high-resistance treated steel, it is fixed to the ground by means fixing plugs or concreted into the ground.

OPTIONS

RFID Chip

COLOURS
Lid / baskets
Grey

Recycled tinted black

Dimensions and colours may vary due to production conditions. The specified empty weights are rounded average based on the standard specifications. The
actual weight may be different as a result of production conditions and specifications. Wide range of non-standard colors to choose from upon request of
minimum quantities.
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www.sulo.com

